Lab fees for all lab courses in Spring 2022 will be charged upon enrollment. At the beginning of the quarter, Registrar will begin to reverse the charges for lab courses that were determined to not have an associated lab fee (see below).

Q: Which lab courses have associated fees for Spring 2022?
A: The following lab courses will have fees for Spring 2022:

- BILD 4
- BIBC 103
- BIBC 151
- BICD 123
- BIEB 121
- BIMM 101
- BIMM 121
- BIMM 170
- BIPN 105
- BIPN 145

Q: Which lab course(s) do not have associated fees for Spring 2022?
A: The following lab courses do not have fees for Spring 2022:

- BIEB 143
- BIMM 143

Q: What do the lab fees cover?
A: Lab fees will cover materials that the students will utilize for the experiments performed in class.

Q: Who should I contact with additional questions about lab fees?
A: Students may submit a VAC message (vac.ucsd.edu) for additional questions related to lab fees.